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IELTS WRITING TASK 2 

Q-Some people believe that computers are more a hindrance than a help in today's 

world. Others feel that they are such indispensable tools that they would not live or 

work without them. 
 In what ways are computers a hindrance? 

 What is your opinion? 

-Use your ideas, knowledge, and experience to support your arguments with examples and 

relevant evidence. 

 

Model answer: 

The advanced 'Mind machines,' also known as 'the Computers,' are undoubtedly the best 

modern technology products. One cannot imagine life and science progressing without these 

machines. 

However, as with all achievements, they have both positive and negative consequences, as 

demonstrated by experience and the passage of time. They are beneficial when used for 

educational and health-related purposes, among other things. 

The twentieth century is well-known for its cutting-edge computer technologies and their 

application in our daily lives. Data displayed on computers assist us in determining how 

much education is conducted through this medium. As a result, assessment methods and 

examinations have improved. Furthermore, computers significantly improve personal reading 

and writing skills. 

Furthermore, computers accelerated the advancement of science and technology. Cloning and 

transplants, for example, are only possible with modern computerized skills. 

A good question arises: "Where will this Computer take us next?" True, no one knows! We 

might look into new planners. Perhaps we'll buy homes on the Moon, Mars, or Jupiter. Or we 

may lose our sense of self. One cannot forget the end of the millennium when everyone was 

in a state of panic, wondering what would happen if the computers crashed. The planes were 

going to hit, and the trains would use colloid. That demonstrates that we are forced to believe 

that we should not rely on this machine. We are, after all, humans. 
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